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Things we already know
• Playing through is not practicing (but it will make what
we play permanent)
• In a performance, you will play like you practiced, only
worse
• To improve, we need to identify what we are doing
wrong, and stop doing those things
• To improve, we need to identify what we could do
better, and start doing those things
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Things we already know
(and know we should do)
• Break it up and slow it down
• Work on weaknesses

– Specific spots in a piece of music
– Etudes for specific skills

• Do not repeat mistakes
• Practice all aspects of performance
• Set goals

Tip #1: Get feedback
Personal teacher:
• Will give you personal instruction
• Will provide accountability
• Will provide practice performance
• Will teach you to teach yourself
Practice partner or practice group: weekly/monthly
time to listen to each other
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Tip #1: Get feedback
Ask a musician (at church) to give you feedback
• Ask how well you played on a scale of 1 to 10
• Then ask how you could get to a 10
Record yourself
• You will be surprised at the (other) mistakes
you hear

Tip #2: Practice performances
Performing is difficult; it is a skill to be learned
Create performing experiences (see #1)
Record yourself and post it
• Knowing you will post it will make it like a
performance
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Tip #3: Make it easy
Be nice to yourself:
• Write in fingerings and pedal marks
• If you make the same mistake twice, write something
in to help you avoid it
Be nice to your future self:
• Write in your registrations
• Write in the places that will require attention if played
again

Tip #4: Use a metronome
Keeps you honest, prevents bad tendencies:
• Play fast in easy spots, slow in hard spots
• Rush in the difficult spots
See progress:
• After breaking up and slowing down, speed up
gradually
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Tip #5: Distribute practice
Cramming is ineffective: spread out your practicing
What can you do off the organ bench?
• Study music/text
• Practice the manual parts on the piano (and write
in fingering)
• Write in the pedal marks
• Listen to others play

What will you change?
Look at your current practice routine:
1. Get feedback
2. Practice performances
3. Make it easy
4. Use a metronome
5. Distribute practice
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